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From the Chairman 
On 8th June this year in Bryan’s Wood, Angus and Emma carried a ladder to a 

birch tree to check Box 35, made and put up by club members and sponsored 

by Nancy Heffer. It’s a mucky looking box with mud plastered around the en-

trance hole, a sure sign of nesting nuthatches. Open the box carefully to avoid 

mud falling on the nest and – sheer delight – baby nuthatches. Angus de-

scribed them as looking like mini torpedoes. Check the number of nestlings, 

(8) not easy as they’re all crowded together and partly on top of each other, 

identify their size and feather development and record all relevant details. All 

of them alive, no infertile eggs left unhatched. Any parents near the nest, 

yacketing about intruders? Close the box carefully and move away quickly and 

quietly so that the parents can carry on feeding the nestlings. 

 

Job done? Well partly. There are the other boxes to check and the details of all 

boxes are then collated and at the end of the breeding season passed on to the 

BTO (British Trust for Ornithology). This organisation relies almost entirely on 

volunteers to collect information for its Nest Record Scheme and then the ex-

perts at BTO HQ analyse the results, to try and get some answers to various 

questions. To what extent does global warming affect the earlier breeding of 

many birds, which species are doing well or are in decline, and why? Chicks not 

surviving through lack of food? Interference by man or other animals? Infertile 

eggs? Migration failure? 

 

All this information allows the BTO to identify problems, to plan 

conservation schemes here or abroad and to provide govern-

ments with expert advice. None of these people knows that NB 

volunteers like Audrey Summersgill have been doing this for 

years and have been working tirelessly for wildlife; but without 

people like her and other volunteers we wouldn’t be able to 

help to look after the world and some of its millions of species. 

And the pleasure of working in Bryan’s Wood and watching 

birds develop from eggs to fledged young is fascinating. Care 

to join us? No previous knowledge needed, and it’s healthy and 

great fun. 

 

By the way, all eight nuthatch chicks 

fledged and flew successfully.  

Wonderful! 

Tony Knowles  
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scheme in Club 
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Having heard all about Staveley at our November evening meeting it seems quite timely that we are 
planning to visit there in December and we are hoping to have Carl Watts the Warden with us on our 
visit. Not only is this one of our favourite reserves but we are adding to its attraction by rounding off 
the visit with a Christmas lunch at the nearby Royal Oak which is known for its good food and friendly 
atmosphere.  Either element of the event is optional so you can just do the reserve visit, or just do 
the lunch, or go mad and do both!  

Lunch will be at 12.30 and we will have a choice of 3 starters, mains and puddings. They can do vege-
tarian and gluten free dishes. The cost is £11.95 for 2 courses and £15.95 for 3 courses. Early book-
ing is essential as the number who can be accommodated is limited so please let Angus Gosman know 
if you want to book a place and if you have any dietary requirements. Angus can also give you details 
of the kind of dishes available.  

If you want to visit the Reserve (with or without lunch later) please let Tony Knowles know. We will 
meet either at the Pateley rendezvous at 9 am or at the Royal Oak in Staveley at 9.30. You can park 
at the pub or at the village green or at the small parking area on the right just along Minskip road. 
The entrance to the reserve is on the left, off Minskip Road, via an unmarked lane between The Bun-
galow and Ceres House. At the end of the lane bear right through kissing gates onto the reserve. 

Staveley, not far from Boroughbridge, is a Yorkshire Wildlife Trust Reserve where, since 1974, 205 
species of birds have been recorded. Throughout the winter months a variety of wildfowl is attracted 
to the main lagoon and locally uncommon species such as short-eared owl and jack snipe are fre-
quently seen. There is one hide on the reserve but no other facilities.  
 

Friday 9th December; Staveley Reserve and Christmas Lunch 

         Winter events 
The description of each outdoor event gives  the name and contact details of the Event  

Organiser. Please let the Organiser know if you intend to go on a trip. This does not 

mean that you cannot attend at the last minute but trips may be cancelled if there appears 

to be insufficient interest, so we need to know in advance who wants to go. We would also advise 

that you check the website or ring the Organiser just before the event to ensure that it is still 

happening and the arrangements haven’t changed.  

 

The rendezvous point for car sharing is the car park in Pateley Bridge opposite Towler’s 

newsagent unless otherwise notified. 

 

Some events demand a reasonable level of fitness depending on distances and terrain 

to be covered. If in doubt contact the organiser for advice. Under 16s should be   

accompanied by an adult on all outdoor events. Non members are 

welcome at events.  

Please note that evening events in January, February and March will be held at the 

Royal Oak Hotel in Dacre Banks.  

Nosterfield, north of Ripon, is a former gravel quarry run by the Lower Ure Conservation Trust (LUCT). 
The reserve covers 56 hectares and is one of the most important sites for wintering wildfowl and 
breeding waders in the region.  It has two very comfortable hides and a third more open hide. Later 
there may be an opportunity to visit the location of the working quarry where there are further 
stretches of water, reed beds and adjacent farmland. 
 
Meet at Pateley Bridge car park at 9 am or at the Interpretation Centre at the Reserve at 9.45. When 
approaching from Ripon turn right at the crossroads in West Tanfield and then left at the next mini-
roundabout. The Interpretation Centre is on the left about half a mile along this road – it is easy to 
miss! This is a half day outing and as there are no catering facilities nearby you might want to bring a 
warm drink with you and a bite to eat particularly if you want to do the whole Nosterfield site includ-
ing the quarry.  Pete Seaman is the organiser of this event  

Saturday 17th December; Nosterfield Nature Reserve 

Come along and get into the Christmas spirit with fellow members. There will be a sandwich and chip 
supper followed by one of our famous (notorious?) quizzes; come and test your general knowledge 
with a few bird and Christmas questions thrown in as well of course. The cost is £6.50 per head. 
Please let Alwin Knowles know if you intend to come so we can get the catering right. 

Monday 19th December; Harefield Hall Hotel 7.30 pm Christmas Social 
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This is a half-day outing to Marfield Nature Reserve not far from Masham. Marfield has 
been created on the site of former sand and gravel workings, and is still owned by Lafarge 
the quarrying company which operates near by. The reserve comprises open water, grassland, 
swamp and some young plantations, and attracts an increasing number of wintering wild-
fowl and some waders. There are three viewing hides and interconnecting footpaths 
through the reserve. 

Car sharers meet at the Pateley Bridge rendezvous at 8.30 am or for those going direct 
meet at 9.30 at the Reserve which is located just over a mile north of Masham on the right 
of the A6108. Take the track opposite Mile House Farm for 450 yards and turn right into the         
parking area. The event organiser is Sue Harrison. 

Friday 13th January; Marfield Wetlands 

Three members of the club, Sheila Nash, Ros Wade and Jane Uttley are visiting Trinidad and Tobago 
in November, and will be showing us what birds, scenery and other wildlife they experienced there. 

Monday 16th January; a talk and slide show; Royal Oak, Dacre Banks 7.30 pm        

We know some members have visited to look for birds, but have you thought of it as an ancient in-
dustrial woodland?  Come and look at it with different eyes. Come and look at the way the past activi-
ties, from the iron age on, have shaped the wood, its flora and consequently its bird life, from the 
kind of trees, the coppicing and its protection, the undergrowth and the plants that grow there. It's a 
fascinating place. At this time of year it is likely to be wet underfoot, you need waterproof footwear 
and warm waterproof clothing. Meet at 8.30 at the Pateley Bridge rendezvous for car sharing or at the 
car park near the Royal Oak in Dacre at 8.45.  Access for cars to the wood is limited and so we will 
need to car share. There is a limit on this trip of 10 individuals for this half-day trip.  Ann Crouch is 
the organiser. 

Friday 10th  February; Bryan’s Wood and its industrial past 

Led by Sheila Nash this evening’s event will concentrate on how you can enhance your birdwatching 
activities and help overall with bird conservation. We hope to have sessions from various people about 
how to find bird nests, how recording your sightings can help vital information about birds in Nidder-
dale, and we will be providing practical help and documentation to get started.  

Monday 20th February; Making your birdwatching count: Royal Oak, Dacre Banks 7.30 pm        

We have arranged a mini-bus trip to Martin Mere, situated between Ormskirk and Southport, and one 
of the flagship reserves of the Wildfowl and Wetland Trust which provides large tracts of wetland and 
10 viewing hides for birdwatchers. At this time of the year there will be a good selection of wildfowl 
with ducks, geese and swans gathering to form spectacular feeding flocks. In addition the reserve has 
a Waterfowl Garden which is home to over 100 species of rare and endangered ducks, geese, swans 
and flamingos. There are also beaver and otter enclosures. There is a spacious restaurant/cafe over-
looking the water or you can take a packed lunch.  

The mini-bus will pick up in Pateley Bridge at 8.30 am and we anticipate that we shall be setting off 
home at about 4 pm. The organiser and our coach driver is Brian Robertshaw. The cost of transport 
will be about £12. Entrance to the reserve is free for members of WWT and for non-members as part 
of a group visit, the cost is Adult: £8; Concession: £6.20(over 65 years, full-time students, unem-
ployed); Child: £4.80 (4-16 years).  

For those who would like to travel independently, Martin Mere Wetland Centre is situated off the A59, 
and is signposted from junction 8 on the M61, junction 3 on the M58 and junction 27 on the M6. It is 
free to park at the Centre. Meet at the Centre at 10.30. 

Saturday 25th February; Martin Mere 

This is a small beauty spot on the outskirts of Ripon and Ann Crouch would like you to help her ex-
plore it. The Skell is the river that runs through Fountains Abbey, and the Laver comes off the moors 
beyond Kirkby Malzeard. We can follow the Skell through woodland into open grassland some of which 
is left rough and with overgrown hedges full of berries. Ann doesn't know what birds use the area but 
has seen bullfinch and dipper. It is not far from where she lives and she is hoping to have hot soup 
and a bun ready at the end of the morning. There are no hills but the ground is rough in places and 
could be slippery and there are some steps. Meet at the Pateley Bridge rendezvous at 8.30 or at 9.15 
near the Choir School at the top of Whitcliffe Lane off the A61 Harrogate Road, Ripon. Ann Crouch is 
the organiser. 

Friday 9th March; Where Skell and Laver meet  
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Ann Stark  is one of the AONB Nidderdale Tree Wardens, a dedicated band one of whose tasks has 
been the recording of veteran trees throughout Nidderdale during the last five years. This has resulted 
in an enormous amount of information including an illustrated data base of over 400 trees, and Ann 
will be talking about the survey and what it tells us about the trees and habitats in Nidderdale.    

Monday 19th March; Veteran Tree Recording in Nidderdale; an illustrated talk. 7.30 Royal 

Oak Dacre Banks 

This reserve covers 100 acres of moorland edge adjacent to Cambrai Lines at Catterick and has a re-
markable mix of habitats and species. It contains semi-natural woodland, heathland, flower-rich 
grassland, streams, ponds, a lake, willow and alder carr, coniferous woodlands and wet meadows. 
There is a field centre with information and toilets, plus two hides and various trails around the re-
serve. 
 
Meet at Pateley Bridge rendezvous at 8.30 am or if going direct at the Reserve at 10 am. To reach the 
Reserve take the A3136 from the A1 at Catterick following the signs for Catterick Garrison. At the 
roundabout in the town go straight ahead on the Leyburn Road and when you reach the Stadium on 
your left take the second right turn into Alma Road. Cambrai Lines is on the left on this road and the 
Reserve is signposted from this turning.  If you would like a map of the route, you can look at the Re-
serve website or contact Alwin. This is a full day trip and you will need to bring a packed lunch. The 
organisers are the Penn family. 

Sunday 25th March; Foxglove Covert Local Nature Reserve near Catterick 

December Friday 9th Staveley Reserve and Christmas Lunch 

 Monday 19th Christmas get together and Quiz 

Harefield Hall Hotel 7.30 pm        

January Friday 13th Marfield Wetlands; half-day trip 

 Monday 16th
 Trinidad and Tobago; a slide show  

Royal Oak, Dacre Banks 7.30 pm        

February Friday 10th Bryan’s Wood; half-day trip 

 Monday 20th Making your birdwatching count;  

Royal Oak, Dacre Banks 7.30 pm        

 Saturday 25th  Martin Mere; full day coach trip 

March Friday 9th Where Skell and Laver meet; half-day trip 

 Monday 19th Veteran Tree Recording in Nidderdale 

Royal Oak, Dacre Banks 7.30 pm        

 Sunday 25th Foxglove Covert Nature Reserve; full-day trip 

The details of the programme of events for Spring will be published in February 

The Programme for Nidderdale Birdwatchers is available on the Nidderdale Birdwatchers’ website  

niddbird.org.uk.  Log in to keep up to date with any changes. 

 Saturday 17th Nosterfield Reserve 
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The Skua cruise on Sunday 4th September 
The trip really started for me on Saturday night as I had to ring the RSPB Bempton office at 1930 to 
see if weather conditions were good enough to sail at 0900 on the Sunday morning. Luckily this year 
all was fine and the trip would go ahead. 
 
I had purchased 10 tickets in June so I hoped we would have that many people wanting to come on 
this excellent morning out watching sea birds from 2 to 3 miles offshore. All the tickets went so we 
had a full complement. 4 vehicles arrived in good time around 0800 and coffee and  snacks appeared 
as if by magic before we wandered over to join the lengthening queue at the gangway of the Bridling-
ton Belle. We all trooped on board and found places to sit ready for the prompt sailing. 
Turnstone and Purple sandpiper sat on the bottom of the harbour wall which was a good start to a su-
perb morning and as we left harbour the skipper gave a safety briefing but I think most people were 
already busy birding. 
 
The sea was very calm and visibility was improving by the minute and we only had one very brief rain 
shower of about 5 minutes, so we hoped the good start would continue. It did and we had 3 hours of 
very good birds and a ‘first’ for these trips, a Sabine gull which was spotted by a lady and confirmed 
by the RSPB watchers who commentate on the birds as we cruise along. There were 8 spotters on 
board from an East Yorkshire group which really helps the less experienced seabird watcher. 
 
We all hoped to see Skua but as you all know there are no guarantees, but on Sunday we did very 
well indeed and watched them chasing Terns and Gulls to steal their food as they harried  them. 
The 3 hours soon passed and we arrived back into the harbour about 12.30; some people left straight 
away; others had sandwiches before leaving.  Ann, Hilary and I went to Hornsea Mere to see if there 
was anything about but it was a bit disappointing with very little showing and it was also raining so 
we soon left for the run home. 
I would like to thank all who came for a most enjoyable morning’s birding. Brian Robertshaw 
Bird list 
Great Skua, Arctic Skua, Pomarine, Purple Sandpiper, Razorbill, Guillemot, Shag, Cormorant, Fulmar,  
Gannet, Kittiwake, Little gull , Common gull, Greater Blackbacked , Herring gull,  Puffin, Arctic Tern,  
Common Tern, Black tern, Sandwich  tern , Oystercatcher,  Sooty Shearwater, Manx Shearwater, Red 
throated diver, Teal, Common Scoter, plus Harbour Porpoise and Seal. 

AND WHAT WE DID EARLIER... 
Some reports on club events 

Sunday 18th September; High Batts Nature 
Reserve 
Thirteen members joined Colin Slator, founder 
and warden of High Batts, who talked about the 
reserve’s development and maintenance, whilst 
showing us around the site. Colin explained that 
‘Batts’ means island in the middle of a river and 
that the area was the old course of the river Ure.  
Hence the alluvial gravel bed which led to the 
gravel extraction in the area.  Before setting off 
to walk, Colin showed us a Viking mooring post 
from a collection that had been found when 
clearing the site. 
 
Although a number of the group were members 
of High Batts, the talk from Colin gave new 
insights into the reserve and took us off piste 
into areas never seen before.  We also heard of 
the efforts in the past that have led to this valley 
gaining SSSI status, and of some of the on-
going issues in running a site of this kind. 
 
Thanks to Colin’s spotting skills I noted 28 
different species of birds, but have a feeling I 
probably missed some along the way. I didn’t miss the great crested newt that he found for us, 
together with a baby toad.  We also saw a range of butterflies and dragonflies.  On our walk back 
we saw 9 Buzzards circling close by. 
 
Colin, described by one member as ‘the Fred Dibnah of birdwatching’, also managed to order good 
weather for the whole morning.  Perhaps we should get him to lead outings more often. Hilary 
Cunningham-Atkins 

Members enjoying a lovely morning’s visit to High Batts 

Nature Reserve 
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Friday 14th October; Parcevall Hall    
After some seriously wet weather earlier in the week, Friday morning was dry but a bit misty. Seven 
people turned out for an initial meet at Pateley at 9.30, late because the Hall doesn’t open until 10am. 
The venue offers an easy stroll around superb gardens with some steeper walks to a view point look-
ing down towards Trollers Gill (where reputedly no birds ever sing, but nobody has told the birds 
that.) 
 
Highlight of the day for me was the first sighting of winter thrushes – fieldfares and redwings – but we 
also did well for raptors with kestrel, buzzard and sparrow hawk all showing well. All the four tits you 
would expect were there, some on feeders, and there were several sightings of winter flocks of small 
birds which included goldcrest. Greater spotted woodpecker and green woodpecker were both seen 
and heard. A black cap was a bit unexpected, and small groups of guinea fowl didn’t seem too both-
ered by us and we were able look closely at the plumage, and to find a few feathers to bring home. 
Nuthatches and tree creepers were there and a hopeful robin turned up to beg for food but was 
unlucky. A good morning, and our thanks go to Audrey and Sheila for organising it. Tony Knowles 

Ten Minutes of Fame; 17th October 
At the social evening at the Harefield Hall Hotel the '10 slides in 10 minutes' of previous years was 
extended to include other art forms. 
 
Twenty-seven members, including some new faces, enjoyed contributions of several kinds, as well as 
slides of birds. There was an informative account of useful websites, photographs of butterflies, slides 
of an imaginative art project on birds' eggs, paintings of birds by two talented members, and some 
poetry on the walls including impressive haiku and poem by 'anon'. 
 
What a varied display of talent! Eddie Crouch 

Tophill Low 
On Saturday 22nd October there was a club outing to 
Tophill Low. We haven’t received a report on this event 
but thought members might enjoy this photo taken by 
Hilary Atkins as she drove away from the reserve at 
the end of the trip. She first saw the stork at the side 
of the road and when she stopped it moved into the 
nearby field; there were several people working in the 
field but no-one took any notice of the stork! 

Harewood House Ground; Friday 11th  

November 
Seven members braved typical November mist to  
meet at the Wyke turn off the A61 at Harewood. As   
we entered the grounds the drizzle stopped and views 
improved.  We saw several red kites with good close 
sightings.  We also heard them calling.  One red kite 
was seen eating a rabbit from a fence post perch - 
great scope close up of the gory deed. Fieldfares kept 
flying over our heads together with some redwings.  
We got brief scope views of them, then further good 
views of a male sparrowhawk. Plenty of good criach to 
keep us going too. Ros Wade 

Staveley Nature Reserve; a talk by Warden, Carl Watts. Monday 21st November 
23 members attended this evening meeting to hear Carl talk about the Yorkshire Wildlife Reserve at 
Staveley and what is planned there. Carl told us a bit about Staveley’s history, and gave us a quick 
run-down on the highlights of 2010 with some stunning bird photographs. We were all eager to hear 
about the extension of the Reserve and Carl showed us the plans which have now been approved and 
some of the work which has already been done. Plans include two additional hides in the extended 
area, plus new access to the Reserve and extended footpaths. All this means major change, but as 
Carl pointed out, it means short term disruption but long term benefit for wildlife.  
 
Carl was clearly very enthusiastic about his role at Staveley and what it is hoped to achieve there. It 
was a very informative and stimulating talk and it will be interesting to visit on the Club trip in early 
December having had the preview from Carl about the changes to come. Alwin Knowles 
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Nidderdale Show 
On Monday 19th September Nidderdale Birdwatchers literally set their stall out in the Heritage Tent 
and helped by the best position caused quite a stir! The photo quiz proved very popular and we had 
nearly 100 entries -thanks to our "roll up and buy one" specialist, Mick Phillips. 52 entrants got the 
correct answers and the famous Councillor Stan Beer picked the winner-Joan Alder of Grassington 
who was delighted with her £15 book token. With due modesty I believe ours was the best attended 
stall in the Heritage Tent and was always busy. Next year our T.V. screen needs to be more at eye 
level to achieve maximum impact-and thoughts on how to improve our image would be very welcome 
from any member who attended the Show. I am delighted to report we enrolled new members and 
even had a late payer confess and pay up (no names!) Angus Gosman 
 
Conservation Update 
Bryan’s Wood: the results of the BTO Nest Record Scheme have been collated and transmitted to 
BTO, and where there have been successful nests in sponsored boxes the sponsors have been noti-
fied. If you sponsored a box and it wasn’t used this year don’t despair. There is no obvious pattern we 
have found so far to the use of boxes, but it would be interesting to look more closely at the results. 
Twenty boxes have never been used, nine boxes have been used every year, the rest have been used 
once or twice, but not all boxes have been recorded every year so the success rate is certainly higher 
than the above figures would indicate. 
 
Results for this year are: 
Blue tits, 29 nests, 195 eggs, 165 fledged successfully 
Great tits: 14 nests, 100 eggs, 77 fledged 
Pied flycatchers: 3 nests, 22 eggs, 21 fledged 
Nuthatch: 1 nest, 8 eggs, 8 fledged as reported in the first article on page one. 
Tony Knowles  

 
A Sad End 
You will remember that our Autumn Snippets featured Ann Crouch’s account of her delight when 
house martins decided to nest on her house this summer and her efforts to find out more about how 
many broods and chicks there were.  
Well Ann has sent an update on what happened next…. 
 
“My house martins did have a successful second brood, and then there were no more droppings from 
the nest. I cleared away the plastic sheet and cleaned my windowsill. The birds were still flying 
around and visiting the nest from time to time.  
Then, early in September, a third set of faecal sacs appeared, fewer and smaller than those of the 
first two broods, but I felt I’d hit the jackpot, a third brood, on my house. 
But a week or so later all the martins were gone. They can’t possibly have fledged yet I thought.  
They hadn’t. Two tiny, thin, featherless corpses lay at the foot of the wall.” 
 
Bird Recording in Nidderdale 
It’s getting towards the end of the year and no doubt our records Recorder, Pete Seaman has a stack 
of records which you have all submitted during the year. But he tells me he has some major gaps and 
would like to hear from you if you have any lists at all, however simple and routine. They are all im-
portant to building up a picture of our local birds and the trends in population. So please let Pete have 
your records and if you are unsure about what he wants, give him a ring. 
 
Copies of the records for last year are available at all our evening meetings (while stocks last as they 
say) but if you can’t get to a meeting but would like a copy send an email to niddbirds@gmail.com or 
ring Alwin and a copy will wing its way to you. 
 
PS Our February evening event will include information on how to record your sightings, so if you did-
n’t attend our inaugural session on this or are a recent member to the Club please come along and 
hear how you can get involved.  
 
The Flying Times 
Alwin Knowles has edited the Flying Times for almost three years but will be standing down after the 
Spring 2012 edition. The committee would be pleased to hear from any member who would like to get 
involved in production of the newsletter, either as editor or part of an editorial team. If you would like 
to know more about what is involved you can contact Alwin or any member of the Committee. 

               CLUB AND MEMBERS’ NEWS  
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      Snippets      Snippets   
                 - bits about birds               

Brambling (Fringilla montifringilla) 

In early October I spent a few days near Hastings in Sussex, and during a woodland walk  

one sunny morning I saw my first brambling of the season – what a delight! And it  

proved a good omen, because shortly afterward, we came across a noisy party of crossbills and 

then a flock of siskin, and some very close views of a pair of circling and calling buzzards.  

Bramblings are of course the northern counterpart of the chaffinch and they visit us each winter 

from their breeding grounds in the northern forests of Finland, Norway, Sweden and Russia. As a 

new birdwatcher, I used to carefully watch winter chaffinches trying to turn them into my first 

sighting of brambling but without success. And then on a trip to Bretton Park near Wakefield, I saw 

a flock of about 60 brambling eating the beech mast below a tree in the parkland and there was no 

mistaking them. 

At first glance bramblings are very similar to the chaffinch and as 

they socialise with chaffinches it can be confusing. However 

bramblings are usually identifiable by being more colourful. The 

male is orangey rather than the pink of the chaffinch and the 

head is a blotchy grey-brown though it can get blacker as winter 

progresses and the bird starts to put on his breeding plumage. 

Both sexes have a prominent white rump which is a distinguishing 

feature.   

     This species is almost entirely migratory with almost all brambling 

leaving their breeding grounds to migrate, mainly at night, to warmer latitudes such as Britain. The 

number visiting the UK is estimated to vary between 50,000 and 2 million but in Europe, 

bramblings form large flocks in the winter, sometimes with thousands or even millions of birds in a 

single flock. In 1951 in Switzerland, an estimated 72 million birds were recorded in a roosting flock. 

Such large gatherings occur especially if beech mast is abundant. Bramblings do not require beech 

mast in the winter, but because of their partiality to it, flocks will move until they find it. This 

dependency on beech seed is thought to be the reason for the unpredictability of the birds’ 

migration. Birds wintering in Britain one year have been recovered in Italy the next. Bramblings 

also eat other seeds and will visit gardens for food particularly later in the winter as food gets 

scarcer. 

Bramblings have been noted as winter visitors for centuries and Thomas Bewick (1753-1828) called 

this bird the “Mountain Finch” and said that it made better eating than the chaffinch though it was 

rather bitter in taste. Arthur Patterson, the Norfolk Broads naturalist, also described how in the mid 

19th century the Yarmouth bird catchers were waiting with their nets for the large influxes of birds 

coming in over the North Sea. 

Bramblings are amongst the very rarest of breeding birds in Britain with, in some years, none being 

recorded and up to a maximum of eight in another year.   In 2010 a pair bred in NW Sutherland, 

successfully rearing three chicks from a nest in a small birch wood on the side of a loch. The rarity 

of these breeding birds means that they are specially protected at all times and their conservation 

means keeping the nests secret so that egg collectors do not raid them.  Alwin Knowles 

Nidderdale Birdwatchers is a voluntary organisation which exists to promote interest in and understanding 

and knowledge of birds, their environment and conservation, and in particular to promote the study and welfare of 

the birds within Nidderdale. Membership is open to all interested individuals; for details contact the Membership 

Secretary, Angus Gosman or visit our website www.niddbirds.org.uk 
 

Items for inclusion in the Newsletter should be sent to Alwin Knowles, 

Woodclose House, Ripon Road, Pateley Bridge, Harrogate. HG3 5NL  

                                          email niddbirds@gmail.com 


